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Abstract
We study the price sensitivity of consumption using policy discontinuities in sales tax rates
at state borders using a novel national credit and debit card dataset. We estimate the impact on
retail revenues, number of customers, and number of merchants due to changes in sales taxes
as well as a price elasticity of demand for traditional brick-and-mortar retail and internet retail.
Our approach generalizes the case study approach by exploiting a new nationally representative
dataset and all sales tax changes between 2008 and 2010. We find a price elasticity of 2.6 for
brick-and-mortar retail in ZIP codes on state borders, and a price elasticity of 1.8 for internet
retail. We find that the effect of sales taxation on consumption is largest in geographic areas
close to a state border and that sales taxes in neighboring states have no effect on activity in
geographic areas more than 100 miles away from a state border. The effect is largest for food,
beverages and liquor, and motor vehicles and parts. We find that merchants are more likely
to operate in low tax regions. We derive an expression for the revenue-maximizing tax rate,
and show that some US states in financial distress have little room to raise additional revenue
through sales taxation.
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Introduction

The recent bankruptcy of several major US cities including Detroit, Stockton and Vallejo and
the large unfunded public pension liabilities in many US cities and states (Novy-Marx and Rauh,
2011) has generated renewed interest in local government finance. Sales taxation comprises 17.9%
of total state and local tax revenue in 2007 and accounts for as much as 60% of total state and local
tax revenue in some states. The retail sector is a substantial portion of the US economy, accounting
for almost $5 trillion annually in brick-and-mortar retail sales and almost $400 billion in Internet
retail sales annually in the United States in 2016. However since sales taxes are set at the local level,
geographic and Internet arbitrage allows for tax avoidance opportunities.1 Given the importance
of sales taxation in financing local government operations, estimates of purchase elasticities are of
crucial relevance to policymakers.
We use a novel dataset from a major credit card company and analyze the price sensitivity
of consumption by exploiting natural tax policy variations at state borders to identify causal effects. The data consists of all credit and debit card transactions from one of the largest credit card
companies in the world, and we show that this data is nationally representative. We find that for
brick-and-mortar retailers near a state border that spending responds strongly: a percentage increase in the sales tax rate in a ZIP code near a state border reduces spending there by 2.6%. We
also examine the response in the number of brick-and-mortar stores to changes in sales taxes and
find short-run effects of sales taxation: a percentage increase in the sales tax rate in a ZIP code
near a state border reduces the number of brick-and-mortar stores there by 6.0%.
There is a large existing literature focusing on specific sales items or geographic regions using
1

Indeed, these geographic sales tax avoidance opportunities are particularly prevalent in states with poor and deteriorating fiscal positions. Norcross and Gonzalez (2017) rank Maryland, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Illinois and New
Jersey as being in the worst fiscal condition. All of these states face potential tax competition and avoidance opportunities due to their relatively small size or major population centers being close to neighboring states.
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case studies of certain tax changes.2 We generalize this approach by combining a nationally representative dataset on retail activity with an identification strategy exploiting policy experiments.
We compare all contiguous-county pairs in the United States that are located on opposite sides of
a state border and use state level tax changes to estimate the effect of sales tax variations on retail
activity in neighboring states.
This paper makes two primary contributions. First, we use a novel dataset and tax policy discontinuities across state borders to identify the relevant tax elasticities. This approach generalizes
the previous case study approach to provide policy-relevant and nationally representative estimates
of the border effect of local sales taxes and the price elasticity of demand across industries. Second, we estimate the sensitivity of online purchasing to sales taxation, providing general estimates
of online purchasing elasticities. Previous studies have relied on specialized platforms or specific
products, while our credit card data provides a representative sample of online retail activity in the
United States. Table 1 shows how our paper compares to the previous literature.
We find significant effects of sales tax differences on sales revenue for retail stores located on
state borders. For our main model we estimate that a one percentage point increase in the sales
tax difference between two states is associated with a 3.8% increase in sales revenue for a retail
industry located on the border of the lower tax state. Our estimates are in the lower range of the
estimates for the elasticity of substitution in the trade literature estimated for bordering regions, for
example Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) and Allen, Arkolakis, and Takahashi (2014)3 . These
results are robust to the addition of a variety of controls, most notably, the border-county-pair by
2

For example, Baugh, Ben-David, and Park (2017) study the impact of sales taxes on Amazon purchases. Baker,
Johnson, and Kueng (2017) study tax salience and complementarities in cross-border shopping. Doyle and Samphantharak (2008) study gasoline in Chicagoland, Manuszak and Moul (2009) study gasoline and cigarettes, Lovenheim
(2008) looks at cigarettes, and several papers such as Goolsbee (2000), Einav, Knoepfle, Levin, and Sundaresan (2014)
and Ellison and Ellison (2009) look at the relationship between sales taxes and online purchasing.
3
More information on the gravity models typically found in the trade literature is in Appendix E. In particular the
elasticity of substitution is a parameter of the representative consumer’s CES utility function.
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time fixed effects which absorb the region-specific macro economic shocks that could confound
any such analysis. We find that the largest increases in sales revenue come from industries such
as food, beverages and liquor, and motor vehicles and parts. We also find that a one percentage
point increase in the sales tax difference leads to 7.0% more stores existing on the lower tax side of
the border. We observe that these effects are largest for merchants closest to a state border (within
30 miles) and that the effect ceases to become statistically significant at around 100 miles from a
border. Looking at the heterogeneous impact of sales tax differences upon different socioeconomic
groups we observe that higher income areas are more responsive to sales tax differences than areas
with lower income individuals. This may indicate that sales taxes are especially regressive if higher
income individuals are more able to respond to them.
We also estimate the substitution between brick-and-mortar stores and online shops due to increases in sales tax rates.4 We estimate that a one percentage point increase in the local sales tax
rate corresponds to an estimated increase in online purchases of about 2%. We observe that individuals in more highly educated and higher income localities are more likely to respond to an
increase in local sales tax rates by making purchases online or engaging in cross-border substitutions. We additionally estimate a gravity model for brick-and-mortar purchasing and estimate
that a one percentage point increase in the local sales tax rate corresponds to a 2.5% drop in retail
spending in that county as well as a 0.9% drop in the number of customers purchasing5 .
We finally compute revenue-maximizing tax rates by a tax jurisdiction’s distance from the
border. We show that jurisdictions far from the border have significant room to raise sales tax
revenue, however, revenue-maximizing tax rates for jurisdictions near borders are close to current
sales taxes. This suggests that many states and cities with fiscal concerns such as New Jersey
4

Our measure of online purchasing also includes other “Card Not Present” transactions such as mail order and
phone order purchases.
5
See Appendix E for more details on our gravity model estimates.
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or Chicago, which are close to competing tax jurisdictions, have relatively little room to raise
additional revenue from sales taxes.
Our paper primarily relates to the literature regarding the effects of sales taxation on revenue,
which is an important topic in household finance and public finance. Baugh, Ben-David, and Park
(2017) examine how collecting sales taxes on online transactions from Amazon affects consumers’
purchasing decisions. Baker, Johnson, and Kueng (2017) study how the salience of sales tax
changes and complementarities between goods impact cross-border shopping. Agarwal, Marwell,
and McGranahan (2017) study the effect of state sales tax holidays on consumption, and Agarwal,
Chomsisengphet, Qian, and Xu (2017) study the effect of border discontinuities across Singapore
and Malaysia. While most of the existing literature provides local evidence from some specific
geographical border regions like Chicagoland6 or certain commodity goods like gas and alcohol,
our paper is able to examine virtually all state borders in the mainland US that display sales tax
differentials due to recent changes in sales tax and a full range of commodity items in the retail
sector.7 By exploiting a novel dataset that measures household shopping behavior on a large scale,
we are able to provide more informative estimates for policy actions.8
6

Chicagoland is a widely used informal name for Chicago plus nearby parts of Illinois, Indiana, and sometimes
Wisconcsin. Manuszak and Moul (2009) looks at Chicago, IL; Cook County, IL (excluding Chicago); Will County,
IL; and Lake County, IN. Merriman (2010) looks at Chicago, IL as well as transit areas bordering Chicago in Cook
County, IL (excluding Chicago); Dupage County, IL; and Indiana. Doyle and Samphantharak (2008) focuses on
Illinois/Indiana (and the states that border them).
7
Earlier papers like Fox (1986) examine the effects of sales tax and corporate income tax in three metropolitan areas
and found consumer purchases are more sensitive to easily observable sales tax than other taxes that may indirectly
raise business costs. Asplund, Friberg, and Wilander (2007) estimate the sensitivity of alcohol sales to foreign prices
using data from Swedish municipalities. Manuszak and Moul (2009) model consumers’ trade-off between prices
and travel relying on variation in gasoline and cigarettes taxes in borders of northern Illinois and Indiana. Relatedly,
Agrawal (2015) models municipalities’ local sales taxes and finds they smooth the discontinuity in state sales tax
differentials.
8
A related literature also exploits the cross-border sales tax differences and examines issues like the tax incidence
on consumers (Besley and Rosen, 1999), tax avoidance (Merriman, 2010), smuggling (Lovenheim, 2008; Goolsbee,
Lovenheim, and Slemrod, 2010) and sales tax elasticities in general. Doyle and Samphantharak (2008) estimate
the pass-through of gasoline prices due to temporary tax suspension and reinstatement in Illinois and Indiana. In
particular, Harding, Leibtag, and Lovenheim (2012) use Nielsen Homescan data to examine the differential effects of
price incidence due to geographic and socioeconomic factors.
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By examining the effects of local sales tax on the number of business in relevant sectors, we also
add to the literature on the causal determinants of local taxation on firm locations and investment,
for example, see Giroud and Rauh (forthcoming), Hines (1996), Devereux and Griffith (1998)
and Rathelot and Sillard (2008).9 Using Census establishment-level datasets, Giroud and Rauh
(forthcoming) estimate the elasticity of the number of establishments and employees with respect
to state corporate income taxes or personal income taxes exploiting state level changes. Hines
(1996) finds the location of foreign direct investment in the United States is significantly affected
by tax considerations. Serrato and Zidar (2016) and Fajgelbaum, Morales, Serrato, and Zidar
(2016) also study how state taxes impact tax incidence, revenue and spatial misallocation.
This paper additionally contributes to a literature on the determinants of consumption. A large
literature focuses on how changes in income impact changes in consumption. Recent work has
used similar credit card data or personal finance data to focus on how income shocks impact
spending (Pagel and Vardardottir, forthcoming; Kueng, 2018; Mian, Sufi, and Rao, 2013; Baker,
forthcoming; Baker and Yannelis, 2016) as well as an older literature that largely focused on how
consumption responded to policy-induced income shocks, using survey data (Johnson, Parker, and
Souleles, 2006; Stephens, 2003; Souleles, 2000b,a; Zeldes, 1989) and macro models (Aguiar and
Hurst, 2005, 2007; Cochrane, 1989; Addoum, Delikouras, and Korniotis, 2015; Kueng, 2016).
Sales taxes are complex due to various exemptions and rates that could be set at state, county or
city jurisdictions and the fact that sales taxes are not readily seen by consumers in the posted price.
A recent and growing literature pioneered by Chetty, Looney, and Kroft (2009) has demonstrated
that consumers may not optimally respond to the level of tax rate when the tax item is not salient.
While the existing micro-level evidence for relatively small value or high volume consumption
9

Devereux and Griffith (1998) identify the effects of effective average and marginal tax rates on corporate profits by
examining the location of US multinationals in European countries. Rathelot and Sillard (2008) exploit the corporate
income tax difference in French localities and find a negative but weak effect of corporate income taxes.
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purchases like alcohol or food points to a small elasticity of demand with respect to the sales tax
rate and suggests a higher optimal sales tax rate, it is unclear whether at an aggregate level or for
large consumption items, consumers are equally inattentive. Therefore informed policy making
calls for work to provide empirical estimates of the demand elasticity with respect to sales taxes
for the full spectrum of consumption items.
Our work also contributes to a growing literature investigating the effect of local taxation on
online shopping behavior, following the pioneering work of Goolsbee (2000). More recent work
such as Baugh, Ben-David, and Park (2017), Baker, Johnson, and Kueng (2017), Ellison and Ellison (2009) and Smith and Brynjolfsson (2001), and Goolsbee, Lovenheim, and Slemrod (2010)
utilize granular datasets about a particular good or from a single retailer to estimate the sales’ sensitivity to the local sales tax rate. These studies can observe the price search behavior and produce
price elasticity for certain types of goods such as memory modules, books, clothing and cigarettes.
Einav, Knoepfle, Levin, and Sundaresan (2014) apply data from eBay to estimate the sensitivity of
Internet retail purchasing to sales taxes, exploiting the unique feature that seller locations and local
taxes are revealed only after buyers have expressed interest in an item by clicking on its listing.
They also estimate the effect of local state sales tax changes on aggregate within-state and out-ofstate online purchase relying on variations in state and local sales taxes. We exploit this withinand cross-state variation in sales taxes and are able to examine not just online purchases, but also
offline purchases due to local sales tax changes. Our study employs a nationally representative
credit card dataset, which accounts for a significant portion of all consumer spending in the US,
and generalizes the case-study approach seen in previous work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the empirical strategy and the
dataset that was compiled to generate nationally representative estimates of tax elasticities. Section
3 first describes our empirical strategy for estimating the aggregate response to sales taxation using
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a border discontinuity approach. We then discuss the relationship between taxation and online and
offline retail. We also present results estimating the sensitivity of online purchasing to taxation in
Section 3, and estimate revenue-maximizing tax rates. Section 4 concludes the paper and suggests
avenues for further research.

2

Data

We obtained data from one of the largest global credit card company on all transactions that occurred on their network between 2006 and 2011 in the United States. The data consists of all
consumer purchases paid through a credit card or debit card for which the company is the processor. Each observation includes the date (indexed by year and month), the geographic location
of the purchase, estimated location of the consumer, whether there was a card physically present
in the transaction, the NAICS industry classification code (we restrict our sample to retail trade
industries, i.e., 2-digit NAICS codes of 44 and 45, to exclude wholesale purchasing), the number of transactions, total revenue, number of customers and the total number of merchants. For
more information on the data please see Section C.1. Credit and debit cards have been the dominant payment instrument for consumer spending throughout the period of our study from 2006 to
2011, with cash, check, and non-pecuniary transactions having lesser importance.10 Given our data
comes from a leading credit card company having over one third of market share, we can directly
observe a substantial proportion of total spending behaviors of households in the US. Recent works
such as Mian and Sufi (2014) exploit similar credit card data from a major credit card company to
examine patterns in consumption behavior across regions.
To see how our credit card company data matches the general patterns of household spending
10

According to the survey of consumer payment choice in Foster, Meijer, Schuh, and Zabek (2012), credit and debit
accounted for 52% of all transactions by households in 2008.
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in the US, we compare it with the Census Retail Sales data. The Census Retail Sales data is
generated from surveys of approximately 12,000 firms with paid employees. Since the the Census
data is only available at the national level, we aggregate our revenue data for the corresponding
10 NAICS codes for each month. In the top left plot of Figure 1, we plot the time series of total
household spending from our dataset and from Census Retail Sales data at monthly frequency from
the beginning of 2007 to the end of 2011.11 Despite the fact that the credit card company has been
steadily increasing its market share in terms of transaction volumes over time due to increased card
issuance, we see consumption behavior from the two data sources follow each other remarkably
well at the aggregate level: the two time series largely overlap. While our credit card data is a bit
more volatile12 , the statistical correlation of these two series is 98%, again validating that at the
aggregate level, our credit card data does a good job of representing household shopping behavior.
We also break down our data into three spending categories: durables, groceries, and non-durables,
and plot our data against Census Retail Sales data for these categories in Figure 1.13 In general, the
two datasets track each other reasonably well in these categories, with the correlation coefficient
as low as 88% for durables and as high as 99% for non-durables.
We geocoded the observations to create a new variable for bordering geographic areas. Figure
2 shows a map of bordering counties present in our analysis.14 This consumer spending dataset is
matched to data on sales tax rates covering 2008 through 2010 from a private firm specializing in
tax data, used in Einav, Knoepfle, Levin, and Sundaresan (2014). The sales tax database includes
11

To ease comparison, we normalized each dataset by their respective mean and de-trended at yearly and quarterly
levels.
12
This is consistent with credit card purchase being a fraction of overall retail spending whose total value of spending changed more over this time period than other forms of spending like branded store cards, checks, and ATM
cash withdrawals (Gerdes, McKee, Liu, Drake, Berkenpas, Dyer, Chen, Brangaccio, Hayward, Donahue, Bachelder,
Stewart, Healey, Gill, Ruden, Argento, Bachelder, Jansen, and Reece, 2014).
13
Since our dataset is subject to a "10-5-50" rule required by the data provider in order to protect consumer/merchant
privacy, we impute missing observations as outlined in Appendix C.4 prior to comparing them with the respective
categories in the Census Retail Sales data.
14
Many ZIP codes were censored from our data due to company policy. See Appendix C.1 for details.
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all sales tax rates and their effective dates in the US indexed at the ZIP code level. The database
identifies the tax rate by ZIP code, broken down by the levying government body (state, county,
city, or special district). Though the cross-region variation in sales tax rates comes from variation
at the state, county and local levels, we only use state tax rate changes to avoid potential policy
endogeneity at the local level in our empirical analysis.
There is substantial variation in sales tax rates both across regions and over time. Figure 3
presents a map of US sales taxes in 2008, and Figure 4 shows a map of changes in sales tax rates
from 2008 to 2010. The sales tax rate calculated at ZIP code or county level is the sum of tax rate
levied by state, county and local jurisdictions. The sales tax rate ranges from under 1% to over
10%. The difference in the sales tax rates at bordering counties can be as high as 6.5 percentage
points. During the period for which we have data on sales tax rates, 35.6% of the US population
was exposed to a change in their local sales tax rate, typically a sales tax increase.

3
3.1

Aggregate Responses to Sales Taxes
Empirical Strategy

We first focus on estimating two parameters, the border price effect β (measuring the responsiveness of retail activity to local tax differentials) and the price elasticity of demand η. We also extend
our analysis to Internet retail. We first discuss and derive our precise empirical specification and
present results. These parameters are important to policy makers in deriving local sales tax rates,
as well as in projecting the revenue effects of sales tax changes. Figure 5 plots mean retail revenue
for ZIP codes in border counties by miles from the state border dividing counties into a “high tax
side” if taxes are lower across the state border and a “low tax side” if taxes are higher across the
state border. While within the high tax side of the border, retail revenue has no clear correlation
10

with its distance to state border, within the low tax side of the border, there is a clear pattern that
retail revenue is decreasing as the retailer moves away from the state border. This provides suggestive evidence that consumers shift shopping and that retailers are bunching near state borders.
To provide causal evidence of border effects, we present the following strategy exploiting policy
experiments at state borders. More specifically, we identify the parameters of interest by comparing geographic areas that lie on opposite sides of state borders. This approach nets out factors such
as local economic shocks, and allows us to focus on the responses induced by changes in policy in
each neighboring location.
The main concern in estimating the sensitivity of retail activity to sales tax rates is the potential
endogeneity of tax policy. In the cross section, tax rates may be higher in urban areas which
have a higher level of retail activity. This can lead to a mechanical positive correlation between
tax rates and retail activity. Moreover, local tax units may respond to tax changes in neighboring
municipalities in a Nash bargaining framework.15 In our main analysis, we deal with this concern
by restricting tax changes to those at the state level. We thus compare all contiguous-county
pairs across state borders, and estimate the effects of state sales tax changes on retail activity.
The spatial discontinuity approach has the advantage of using close neighbors to control for local
economic shocks. Moreover, state sales taxes are set by the state level government and not local
municipalities, which controls for direct responses to neighbors’ sales tax changes.

3.2

Sales Taxes and Cross-Border Substitution

In this section, we describe an illustrative model of cross-border shopping to motivate our empirical
analysis. The model presents a trade-off between travel costs and prices. We use this model to
derive a border price effect β. The coefficient β measures the response of firm revenue to price
15

See Kanbur and Keen (1993) and Agrawal (2015).
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differences across a common border.
Each state j and k has a representative store. A unit mass of customers indexed by geographic
location (li ) is distributed on the interval [0, L] according to distribution function F (.). The border
of the two states located at b divides customers between the two states: customers with location
li < b reside in state j, the rest in state k. The fraction of customers living in state j is denoted
Nj , i.e., F (b) = Nj . We also assume the prices of the two representative firms are denoted by
pj and pk and each state charges local sales tax at rate τjt and τkt . Consumers make optimal
shopping decisions trading off lower after-tax prices with transportation costs. The solution of the
consumer’s problem described above leads to the following estimable equation for a representative
store’s revenue as a function of sales tax difference and other covariates.16

ln Rznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt

(1)

where ln Rznjkt is the total local revenue at ZIP code z for NAICS industry n and τkt and τjt are
the sales tax rates at the state level for border county k and own county j. αzn , αjk , and αt are,
respectively, fixed effects for the ZIP-by-NAICS industry code, the border pair of own county j and
border county k, and time t; αnt is the industry-by-time fixed effect; αjkt is the border-county-pairby-time fixed effect subsuming temporal common shocks to the local economy. The coefficient
β=

f (b)pj
F (b)c

derived from the model is the border effect, which intuitively depends on the population

distribution around the border, transportation costs, and purchase size.
Our empirical strategy is essentially a difference-in-differences approach. We rely on differential changes in sales tax rates across border states; in the absence of such differences, the state
fixed effects will capture all the variation. Fortunately, we observe substantial and varied state and
local sales tax rate changes in our sample period. The identifying assumption for our difference-in16

We provide a detailed derivation in Appendix B.1.
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differences approach is that the change in state sales tax rate does not coincide with unobservable
shocks affecting consumer shopping behavior. For example, if the state and local authorities tend
to increase sales tax rates at times of economic boom, then this assumption is violated and our
border effect could be under-estimated. Even though this identifying assumption can not because
proved, we can provide evidence to support it. In particular, we can also strengthen our argument
by conducting an event study to see what happens to revenue at stores around the period of sales
tax change. Specifically, we run regressions as in Equation 1 except that we also include dummy
variables for months relative to the time of tax change, for seven months before and after. We plot
the 95 percent confidence interval of these dummies around the point estimate in Figure 6.
Our focus on border counties instead of state-level aggregates for comparison greatly alleviates
the concern regarding endogenous relationships between sales taxation and local sales revenue.
Our empirical strategy follows the spatial discontinuity approach pioneered by Holmes (1998)
with the underlying assumption that unobservable time-varying economic and environmental conditions are likely to comove in spatially adjacent geographical regions. In each state border pair,
the major source of variation comes from the state-level sales tax, which should respond to state aggregate economic conditions, rather than shocks specific to the border counties. At the same time,
contiguous border counties in the neighbor states, sharing similar economic conditions, serve as
natural control groups for the in-state border counties that have undergone changes in sales tax
rates.
We estimate a second specification for the log number of customers making a purchase at store
j in each period t:

ln Vznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt

(2)

where the dependent variable ln Vznjkt is the log number of customer visits identified by the card
13

holder.17 Our identified effect is the sensitivity of customer visits to the sales tax difference. Examining evidence from the number of customer visits is robust to large revenues from a single person
or transaction.

3.3

Estimating the Price Elasticity of Demand

The earlier results identify the effect of sales taxation on the geographic distribution of retail purchases. In this section, we discuss the effect of sales taxes on the propensity to shop in one state
versus another. We begin with a standard demand function for consumer purchases

ln Qznjkt = ξznjt − η ln(Pznjt /P znkt )

(3)

where Qznjkt are the purchases by consumers from firms of industry n at time t in ZIP code z
of own state j. The term ξznjt captures local preferences, η is the price elasticity, Pznjt is the
price index18 in ZIP code z of own state j and Pznkt is the price index in border state k. We can
re-write Pznjt /Pznkt =

(1+τjt )pznjt
(1+τkt )pznkt

with (h = j, k) so that τht are the taxes in the respective states

and pznht are the prices before any taxes are imposed. The preference parameter ξznjt includes
effects such as the distance from the border, the preference for in-state purchases and the cost of
gas. We allow the preference parameter ξznjt plus the pre-tax prices pznjt and pznkt to be captured
by border pair, temporal, and ZIP code by NAICS industry fixed effects

19

and their interactions

as well as effects captured by observed covariates. We observe Rznjkt = Pznjt ∗ Qznjkt so we can
take ln Rznjkt = ln Pznjkt + ln Qznjkt and thus estimate
17

We also provide a detailed derivation in Appendix B.1.
The price index Pznjt would be a normalized average of prices for industry n in zip code z in state j in month t.
19
The cost of gas may not entirely be captured in national year or month fixed effects since states levy and vary gas
taxes, and have specific regulations—for example, gas sold in California must meet specific refining requirements and
the price can differ substantially from gas sold in neighboring states.
18

14

ln Rznjkt = ln Pznjt + ln Qznjkt

= ln ((1 + τjt )pznjt ) + ξznjt − η ln(Pznjt /P znkt )
 

(1 + τjt )pznjt
= (ln(1 + τjt ) + ln pznjt ) + ξznjt − η ln
(1 + τkt )pznkt
= (1 − η) ln(1 + τjt ) + η ln(1 + τkt ) + [ξznjt + (1 − η) ln pznjt + ηpznkt ]
≈ (1 − η) ln(1 + τjt ) + η ln(1 + τkt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt

(4)

It is important to point out that our above specification for consumer demand essentially assumes full pass-through of sales tax rate changes to consumers, if we want to interpret the coefficient η as the price elasticity of demand. To the extent that sellers could absorb a fixed proportion
of the sales tax change, say, 1 − ρ, we are therefore identifying the effective response of the sales
to a tax change, which is ρη. We also estimate a reduced-form model of the above equation for the
log number of customer visits ln Vznjkt .

3.4

Results from main models

In Table 3 we present our main results using the proprietary credit card data described in Section
2. For simplicity, the table contains results from both equation (1) and equation (4) as they both
share the total monthly revenue at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS as the dependent variable and
other controls. Each column of the table includes estimates from relevant regressions and we vary
fixed effects across columns to see how each set of controls for fixed effects impacts our estimates.
We include controls for the number of merchants and we cluster standard errors at the state level
in all columns.
In column 3 of panel A, we estimate a regression of revenue on the difference of sales taxes
15

between two border states with controls for border county and time dummies. We find a significant
effect of sales tax difference on sales revenue: a one percentage point increase in the sales tax
difference between the border state and own state is associated with 3.1% increase in sales revenue
at the ZIP code by the 3 digit NAICS level in the customer’s own state. The effect is different from
zero at 1 percent level. Our results remain similar and significant at 1% level of significance when
we add own county dummies and own county by year dummies.
Results regarding the elasticity of demand in equation (4) are presented in panel B of Table 3.
Most estimates for demand elasticity η 20 are significant at the 1% level. All regressions control
for ZIP-by-industry. When we add border county and time dummies, our estimate of the demand
elasticity is 2.4, meaning that a one percentage point increase in the sales tax of a border county
increases purchasing at a local store by 2.4%. Our estimates increase when we add more controls
for own county and NAICS code. Overall, our estimates for demand elasticity range from 1.9 to
2.6.
We examine how the number of unique customer visits changes with respect to sales tax difference in panel C and panel D of Table 3. Our results for border effects are presented in panel C.
Most estimates are significant at a 1%. Our baseline estimate with only border county and time
dummies is 5.8 and it ranges from 3.3 to 7.0 in all specifications in Table 3. This border effect
for customer visits is a little larger than the border effect for total revenue, which could appear
surprising. We present the elasticity of customer visits with respect to prices in panel D. Most results are significant at the 1% level. Our baseline result with only border county and time dummies
produces an estimate of 4.4, meaning that a one percentage point increase in the sales tax rate at a
border county will increase customer visits at store of a local county by 4.4%. When we add more
fixed effects to control for border-county-pair-by-year and industry-by-year, our results range from
20

We are estimating demand elasticities for “aggregate” retail industry goods. Table 3 constrains each aggregate
industry good to have the same demand elasticity, this constraint is relaxed in the estimates in Table 4.
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3.7 to 4.9.

3.4.1

Effects by Industry

We examine how the effects of sales tax on revenue vary across different 3-digit NAICS industries
that belong to the retail trade sector as shown in Table 4. We identify the largest effect of sales
tax differences on food, beverages and liquor: a one percentage point increase in the sales tax
difference between the border state and the own state leads to 9.4% increase in the total revenue
at the ZIP code in own state. The effect is significantly different from 0 at the 1% level. This is
consistent with people crossing the border to buy liquor or wine at cheaper prices, as documented
by Asplund, Friberg, and Wilander (2007). At the same time, we also find large and significant
effects in motor vehicles and parts. This result is intuitive, as motor vehicles and parts are probably
the largest expenditure items for households that can be purchased in a location different from one’s
home county.21 Had there been confounding shocks driving our results, for example local demand
shocks, these industries could very well be affected in a similar manner. Our results by industry
show that people take advantage of the cross-border sales tax difference and buy the most valuable
and movable items.
The industry level results have implications for geographic areas with large tradable sectors. A
growing literature examines the difference between geographic areas where industry composition
is concentrated in tradable and non-tradable sectors during the Great Recession.22 Local economic
shocks are difficult to insure against (Kline and Moretti (2014)), and our results indicate that the
costs of local sales taxation may be lower in areas with higher shares of non-tradable goods being
sold. Conversely, the costs of taxation through firm and consumer responses may be higher in areas
21

Note that these are likely to primarily be motor vehicle parts, as consumers are unlikely to purchase motor vehicles
with credit or debit cards. Additionally motor vehicles registered in state are likely to face in-state taxes, making tax
avoidance difficult for the purchase of motor vehicles, rather than parts.
22
See for example Mian and Sufi (2014), and Giroud and Mueller (2017).
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with a higher share of tradable goods being sold.

3.4.2

Firm Location

Most research on state or local sales taxation has focused on the effect of sales tax differentials
on sales revenue and tax revenue. The empirical work on how the location of retail businesses
has been affected by sales taxes is scarce. A few related studies only examined the effect on local
employment (Fox (1986) and Rohlin and Thompson (2012)). While this strand of literature generally indicates that an increase in sales taxation will lead to a loss in employment, results in these
papers so far remain less than conclusive. Earlier works have explored the sales tax difference
in particular regions, for example Fox (1986) compares border counties in the state of Tennessee
to those of Kentucky, Georgia, and Virginia and fails to find statistically significant or consistent
results in several specifications. Recent works have employed national county-level panel datasets,
specifically Rohlin and Thompson (2012) find statistically significant and large effects in the retail
trade industry and a negative effect for employment that is driven mainly by counties with high
shares of residents working in another state. When faced with a higher local sales tax, firms generally face the trade-off of being closer to consumers with higher prices against locating farther
away from consumers with lower prices. While the literature on employment captures a local general equilibrium effect, focusing on firm location could provide concrete evidence on an important
channel that affects job creation and destruction as we could understand the extensive margin of
adjustment.
In Table 5, we examine the effect of sales tax difference between two border states on the
number of merchants at ZIP code by 3-digit NAICS industry in one’s own state controlling for
border county and temporal fixed effects. We use the same specification as in Table 3 except our
dependent variable is the log number of merchants. Our preferred specification, including the full
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set of fixed effects, suggests that a one percentage point increase in the difference in the sales tax
rate of the bordering county compared with the own county leads to a 7.0 % increase in the number
of merchants in the own ZIP code’s 3-digit NAICS industry. This is consistent with sales tax rate
changes having substantial short-run effects on the operation of retail stores.

3.4.3

Effects by Income and Education Level

In Table 6 we examine the heterogeneous impact of sales tax differences upon different groups
differentiated by income or education. We observe in the most robust specifications (columns 3
through 5) that the estimates of responsiveness to sales tax differences are higher in the highest
quartile (i.e., the richest or most educated quartile) than the other quartiles although in the education estimates we can’t statistically reject the hypothesis that the estimated responsiveness are
identical and can only weakly reject such a hypothesis for the income estimates (at a p-level of 0.1).
Higher income individuals being better able to arbitrage against higher sales tax rates suggests that
sales taxes are especially regressive since lower income individuals also pay a larger fraction of
their income paying sales tax compared to higher income individuals.

3.5

Distance from the Border

In the previous section we derived an estimable equation from a simple model of consumer crossborder shopping and used a difference-in-differences approach to estimate the average effect of
sales tax differentials on store revenue. Here we further investigate the heterogeneity of the consumer shopping response to changes in the sales tax with respect to the distance between state
borders. If state border counties are relatively close to each other, then we expect a larger change
in cross-border shopping. For two distant border counties, this effect could well be close to 0.
It is also important to note that by examining the heterogeneous effect of cross-border shopping
19

with respect to travel distance, it makes clear that our estimation is not driven by other concurrent
changes in shopping behavior that coincide with a change in local sales tax.
To this end, we divide counties into different groups based on the distance to the nearest state
border and re-estimate Equation 4 in the previous section within each group.23 We also use the
sample of all non-border counties to see if there is any placebo effect of the sales tax rate at the
local level on the store’s revenue, given that there should not be a significant difference between
the sales tax rate at the county of the store’s location and adjacent counties.
We present the heterogeneous effects of the sales tax on shopping by the geographical distance
from the centroid of a county to a nearby state border in Table 7. We re-estimate a similar regression
as in the main specification on 5 different distance brackets except that our dependent variable is
revenue at county level by 6-digit NAICS code. In column 1 and 2, our estimated effects of sales
tax differentials on revenue, respectively, are significant at the 5% level and at the 1% level. For
counties farther than 100 miles from the border we do not detect a significant effect. The effects of
sales tax are monotonically decreasing with respect to the required travel distance for cross-border
shopping, which is exactly what one would expect: consumers are more likely to respond to price
changes with a lower cost of cross-border shopping. We apply the same empirical analysis on nonborder but adjacent counties as a placebo test. These adjacent but non-border counties are most
likely to share the same local sales tax rate and should not be affected by changes in its local sales
tax rate. Indeed, in results reported in column 6, the estimated effect is not significantly different
from 0 at a reasonable level of confidence.
23

The groups are ’< 5 miles’, ’< 10 miles’, ’< 15 miles’, ’< 20 miles’ and ’< 25 miles’. Each group excludes the
counties already included in the previous groups. i.e., ’< 10 miles’ means counties with distance to the nearest state
border less than 10 miles while larger than or equal to 5 miles.
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3.6

Local Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rates

Sales taxes are a major source of revenue for state and local governments, many of which are
increasingly facing financial distress due to long term budgetary commitments. This section uses
our empirical estimates to derive revenue-maximizing sales tax rates. Whether it is optimal to do so
depends on a locality’s objective function, and it is likely that sales taxation may be regressive given
the opportunities for tax avoidance presented in table 6. Regardless of distributional consequences
of raising sales tax rates, the optimal sales tax is capped by the revenue-maximizing sales tax rate.
In choosing a sales tax rate, a locality must consider how a rate increase will push consumers
to substitute to purchasing in lower-tax or untaxed jurisdictions. As we show in Appendix B.2
this effect depends on how attractive these other options are; distance to competing tax jurisdiction
borders plays a crucial role. We extend our empirical strategy to provide estimates of revenuemaximizing sales tax rates for localities in the United States, holding fixed the state and local tax
environments of nearby and surrounding areas. Other studies such as Agrawal (2015) consider the
problem of strategically-optimal tax rate-setting. As described in Appendix B.2, a game theoretic
model in the spirit of Kanbur and Keen (1993) gives the local revenue-maximizing sales tax rate for
a locality in terms of the home state sales tax rate τj and the sum of neighboring state and county
sales tax rate τk (assumed fixed)24 and the distance to the neighboring state border. Assuming the
consumers are distributed uniformly over a geographic area, the revenue-maximizing tax rate is
given by

τ∗ =

β(d)−1 + τk − τj
,
2

where β(d) is the border effects as a function of d, the distance from border.
24
In the appendix, we also extend our framework to account for competition between jurisdictions and the border
county choosing sales tax simultaneously and derive a Nash-Equilibrium revenue-maximizing sales tax rate. The
results are similar.
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The function specifying how distance to the border affects this rate is a parameter that must
be determined empirically. We flexibly estimate it assuming that the border effect β(d) is a third
order polynomial of distance from the border. To operationalize this, we obtain estimates of the
coefficients on the tax rate difference interacted with powers of distance to the border up to third
order; these parameter estimates are given in Table 10. The resulting local revenue-optimal rates
for the case of a state rate difference of 5 percentage points are shown in Figure 8. Revenuemaximizing sales tax rates close to tax borders are similar to current sales tax rates in most US
jurisdictions, slightly below 10%.
Figure 9 shows the revenue generated by a dollar in sales for a given tax rate, holding distance
fixed. The neighboring tax jurisdiction is assumed to be 5%. The figure shows that while localities
further from the border are able to raise revenue by raising sales taxes, there is less room for
localities closer to state borders. We see a hump shaped pattern, as marginal revenue increases
from tax hikes generate less and less revenue as shoppers substitute away from taxed in-jurisdiction
sales.
The distances were selected to roughly correspond to distances between major population centers in states with severe fiscal problems. The figure shows revenue for a locality roughly 100
miles from a state border, which corresponds to the difference between Lexington, Kentucky and
Cincinnati, Ohio, 40 miles which is approximately the difference between Baltimore, Maryland
and Washington, DC, or Boston, Massachusetts and Salem, New Hampshire. The revenue collected from tax increases is even smaller for smaller distances, such as 25 miles which corresponds
to the distance between Chicago, Illinois and Gary, Indiana or 10 miles which roughly corresponds
to the distance between Newark, New Jersey to New York or Portland, Oregon to Vancouver,
Washington.
Localities further from tax borders have higher revenue-maximizing tax rates, with localities
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100 miles from a tax border able to raise taxes slightly above 50% and still raise revenue. States
where population centers are further form state borders, such as California, thus have considerable
room to raise sales taxes to generate revenue. However some smaller states may be unable to raise
significant revenue from sales tax increases. For example, the maximum width of New Jersey
is 57 miles, and Connecticut has an average width of 55 miles suggesting that for these states
revenue-maximizing tax rates are below 18%.25

3.7

Online-Offline Substitution

In this section, we investigate the effect of local sales tax on consumers’ propensity to substitute
to shopping online by examining how the aggregate online purchase revenue of a county changes
following changes in its local offline sales tax rate. Much of Internet retail shopping is done from
out-of-state retailers lacking tax nexus in the buyer’s state; these retailers do not collect sales tax
from such buyers and enable easy sales tax avoidance; anecdotally, many view such purchases as
tax-free. As online retail grows and brick-and-mortar shares shrink, many worry that billions of
dollars of sales tax revenue are lost through substitution to online retailers.
Under an identification assumption that offline rates evolve independently of local shocks to
online purchasing, we can take a difference-in-differences approach. We assume a standard log-log
form of consumer demand substitution,

ln Qznt = ξznt − η ln(Pznt /P znt )

(5)

where Qznt are the quantity of consumer online purchases in ZIP code z to firms of industry n at
time t, ξznt captures local preferences, η is the price elasticity, Pznt is the local price index in online
25

Connecticut and New Jersey both face adverse fiscal conditions, with Norcross and Gonzalez (2017) ranking New
Jersey last out of fifty states in terms of long term fiscal solvency. The other bottom five states are Maryland, Kentucky,
Massachusetts and Illinois, all of which face cross-border tax competition.
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shopping and P znt is the local offline price index.

26

To transform the above into an econometric

model, note that Rznt = Pznt ∗ Qznt and take log to get ln Rznt = ln Pznt + ln Qznt .27 We also
assume preference parameter ξznt and the pre-tax relative prices raznt can be captured by ZIP code,
temporal and ZIP code by NAICS industry fixed effects αz , αt , and αzn as well as effects captured
by observed covariates Zzt . Therefore, we arrive at the following estimable equation:
0
λ + znt
ln Rznt = η ln(1 + τzt ) + αzn + αt + αnt + αz + Zzt

(6)

In Table 8 we observe that in our most robust specifications (columns 4 and 5) that a 1% increase in the local sales tax rate corresponds to an estimated increase in online purchases of about
1.8%. This estimate is significant at the 0.05 level. This estimate is consistent with previous estimates on online-offline substitution of Internet purchases in the literature which ranges from 1.8%
(Einav, Knoepfle, Levin, and Sundaresan (2014)) for EBay transactions, 1.6% (Baker, Johnson,
and Kueng (2017)) using survey data, to 6% or 7% (Ellison and Ellison (2009)) for computer parts
with Goolsbee (2000) in between at 3.4% using marketing research survey data.
In Table 9 we examine the heterogeneous impact of sales tax differences on online-offline
substitution of goods upon different groups differentiated by income or education. Counties are
divided into terciles based on the fraction of inhabitants who are college graduates and the median income in a county. The results indicate that more educated individuals are more likely to
substitute to purchasing more online goods due to an increase in the local sales tax rate than less
educated individuals. However, these differences are not statistically different at conventional levels. Perhaps more educated individuals are more comfortable with computers and making online
1
Recall that Pznt /P znt = 1+τ
raznt where raznt is the ratio of online and offline prices before any taxes are
zt
imposed and τzt are the local sales tax rate.
27
We implicitly assumed the full pass-through of targeted changes in local sales tax to consumers. This assumption
is standard in the public finance literature, see Poterba (1996) and Besley and Rosen (1999).
26
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purchases compared to less educated individuals, or may be more aware of tax differences. Perhaps
surprisingly, we do not observe any major patterns between individuals of different income.

4

Conclusion

This paper makes several contributions. First, we use an identification strategy that takes advantage
of tax policy discontinuities across state borders to identify the border effect of local sales taxes and
the price elasticity of demand. The dataset is nationally representative and our approach addresses
the concerns of tax policy endogeneity that can affect estimates. The border discontinuity approach
generalizes earlier case study approaches. Second, this paper estimates the sensitivity of online
purchasing to sales taxation. These estimates suggest that the costs of taxation to brick and mortar
retailers are substantial, and have implications for the debate on taxation of online activity. Third,
we provide policy relevant estimates of revenue maximizing sales tax rates, for specific localities
whose distance from borders and neighboring tax rates may differ.
We find large and significant effects of sales tax differences on sales revenue for retail stores
located on state borders. Our estimates are comparable with those found in earlier studies using
less representative samples, although slightly larger. The results suggest that individuals who live
near borders are highly sensitive to sales taxation, but that this effect fades out once individuals
are sufficiently far from the border. The effect on retail activity is largest for merchants closest
to a state border (within 30 miles) and that the effect ceases to become statistically significant
at around 100 miles from a border. Higher income individuals are more responsive to sales tax
differences in traditional retail than lower income individuals. This suggests that sales taxes may
be especially regressive if higher income individuals are more able to respond to them. Given
that sales taxes are a major source of state and local government revenue, further work would be
valuable to determine the optimal levels of sales taxation given the opportunities for the wealthy
25

to avoid taxes through changing the location of purchases and purchasing items online. We also
estimate the substitution between brick-and-mortar shops and online stores due to increases in sales
tax rates. We estimate that a 1% increase in the local sales tax rate corresponds to an estimated
increase in online purchases of about 2%. We observe that more highly educated individuals are
more likely to respond to an increase in local sales tax rates by making purchases online.
With representative estimates of sales tax effects on retail in hand, future work can address
three important issues. First, work should address the optimal level of sales taxation given the
distributional impact of sales taxes. The fact that higher income and more educated individuals
are more sensitive to sales taxation may lead to a larger burden of sales taxation on the poor. The
possible regressive nature of sales taxation may have implications for the optimal level of sales
taxation. Second, future work can address differences in taxation of online versus offline retail.
Given that consumers substitute to online retail when local sales taxes increase, local sales taxes
may have substantial adverse impacts on local firms and retail employment. Our study provides
an empirical framework for further analysis of the interaction between consumer geography and
sales taxation. Finally, we found that tradable sectors were more sensitive to changes in sales
taxation. Given the difficulty of insuring against local economic shocks and a larger effect for the
non-tradable sector, future work should focus on the efficiency of raising public revenue through
sales taxation given the different responses in the tradable and non-tradable sectors.
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retail spending
retail prices
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gasoline prices
cigarette consumption
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retail spending
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decision to purchase online
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online retail spending
online retail spending
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Data set
Nielsen consumer panel
ACCRA price indices (12 commodities, 155 cities)
Census tract info on consumers/gas stations (Chicagoland)
daily prices (Wright Express Financial Services, Chicagoland)
CPS Tobacco Supplement, The Tax Burden on Tobacco compilation
surveys of littered cigarette packs (Chicagoland)
Nielsen Homescan
weekly sales data (La Fleur’s)
credit card transactions from a bank, BLS CEX Survey
credit card data from a Singapore bank, Nielson survey data
Swedish retail monopoly store data
MSA county data
county data
credit card company data
CPS survey
CPS survey
Forrester Research survey (multiple industries)
CPS survey, The Tax Burden on Tobacco, CDC BRFSS
pricewatch.com prices and sales data from two California retailers
financial account aggregator (Amazon only)
Ebay data
credit card company data

Figure 1: Credit Card and Census Retail Data: By Categories

Note: The plots report the normalized and detrended aggregate purchases from credit card data and retail sales data
from the Census of Retail Trade by month for all retail sectors, for durable goods, for non-durable goods and for
grocery in each subplot. The credit card data is detrended to avoid revealing information about market share, and both
series are normalized to have mean 1.
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Figure 2: Counties on US State Borders

Note: This map presents the US counties along state borders which are included in the credit card dataset. The dark
shaded areas show counties along state borders.

Figure 3: Sales Taxes in US Counties in January 2008

Note: This map presents sales tax rates in US counties in January 2008. Tax rate is measured at local ZIP code level
as a sum of state and local sales tax rates.
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Figure 4: Changes in Sales Tax Rates in US Counties, 2008–2010

Note: This map presents changes in US sales tax rates between 2008 and 2010.
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Figure 5: Total Revenue by Distance from State Border
Low Tax Side
of the Border
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Note: This figure shows the mean total revenue (in thousands of $) in a retail NAICS code in a county, by the
minimum distance (in miles) from a state border on the low and high tax sides of the border. The high tax side of the
border is defined as a county within a distance from a state border in the state with a higher tax rate. The low tax side
of the border is defined analogously.
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Figure 6: Revenue Response to Sales Taxation Before and After Tax Increase Across Border

Note: This figure shows the effect on revenue of a tax rate increase or decrease seven periods before and after the
tax rate change. Each period is one month. The two figures plot the coefficients βt from the following regression
T
P
specification ln Rznjkt = αzn + αjk + αnt +
βt 1{t = i}. The solid black line is the point estimate and a 95%
t=−T

confidence interval is plotted in dashed lines around the point estimates. The panel on the left restricts observations to
those in which the tax rate is higher across the border. The panel on the right restricts observations to those in which
the tax rate is lower across the border.
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Figure 7: Revenue Response to Retail Sales Taxation by Distance from the Border
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Note: This figure presents the estimated elasticity of revenue with respect to the county level sales tax by the minimum
distance from a state border. The coefficient is β from the specification ln Rznjkt = β ln(1 + τjt ) + αzn + αjk +
αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt . The dependent variable in all specifications is revenue at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS
levels. NAICS codes are restricted to 44 and 45. The solid black line is the point estimate for the elasticity in ten mile
intervals. Distance is measured as the minimum distance to a state border, in miles. Tax rates are state level sales tax
rates and are measured between 0 and 1. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. A 95% confidence interval is
plotted in dashed lines around the point estimates.
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Figure 8: Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rate by the Minimum Distance from State Border

Revenue Maximizing Tax Rate when τk − τj = 0.05
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The revenue maximizing tax rate
τ is given by τ = (β(d) + τk − τj)0.5
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Note: This figure shows the best response revenue-maximizing tax rate for a locality, by the minimum distance from
a state border. The difference in state tax rates is 5 percentage points. Distance is measured in miles.
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Figure 9: Revenue by Own Tax Rate
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Note: This figure shows the revenue collected on a dollar spent for a given tax rate, by the distance to the nearest
border tax jurisdiction. The nearest border county is assumed to have a tax rate of 5 percent. Distance is measured in
miles.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics
Mean
Standard Deviation
Revenue
664367.8
1844400
Customers
2423.751
6502.982
Merchant
3.544802
3.893808
Difference in Tax Rates .0037935
.0238152
Own Tax Rate
.0509224
.017325
Bordering Tax Rate
.0547159
.0140877
N
1,664,274

Min
1070.3
1
1
-.0825
0
0

Max
1.16e+08
242668
103
.065
.0825
.0825

Note: Table shows summary statistics for key variables at ZIP code by 3-digit NAICS code by month level. Tax rate
is measured at local ZIP code level as a sum of state and local sales tax rates. The unit for Revenue is US dollars.
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Table 3: Main Results: Total Retail Sales and Customers

(1)
Panel A
T axBorder − T axOwn
(β)
Panel B
ln(1 + T axBorder )
(η)

(2)
Revenue

(3)

(4)

(5)

1.613∗
(0.800)

2.047∗∗
(0.659)

3.107∗∗∗
(0.784)

3.767∗∗∗
(0.932)

3.762∗∗∗
(0.934)

1.878∗∗
(0.839)

2.324∗∗∗
(0.716)

2.374∗∗∗
(0.753)

2.602∗∗∗
(0.857)

2.600∗∗∗
(0.855)

Customers
Panel C
T axBorder − T axOwn
(β)
Panel D
ln(1 + T axBorder )
(η)
TIME
BORDER PAIR
BORDER PAIR by YEAR
NAICS by YEAR
ZIP by NAICS
Observatons

3.300∗∗
(1.246)

3.900∗∗∗
(1.072)

5.810∗∗∗
(1.267)

6.979∗∗∗
(1.508)

6.983∗∗∗
(1.508)

3.650∗∗∗
(1.317)

4.268∗∗∗
(1.162)
X

4.446∗∗∗
(1.178)
X
X

4.874∗∗∗
(1.336)
X
X
X

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

4.877∗∗∗
(1.334)
X
X
X
X
X
1,165,745

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the following specifications for sales revenue and customer
visits respectively,
ln Rznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
ln Rznjkt = (1 − η) ln(1 + τjt ) + η ln(1 + τkt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
The dependent variable in panes A and B is log revenue at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS levels. The dependent
variable in panels C and D is the log of total number of customers at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS levels. NAICS
codes are restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for the number of
merchants. Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are state level sales tax rates
and are measured between 0 and 1. Missing observations have been imputed as described in the text. Standard errors
are clustered at the state level.
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Table 4: Results by Industry
(1)
T axBorder − T axOwn
β
Food,
9.375∗∗∗
Beverages & Liquor
(2.311)

(2)
ln(1 + T axBorder )
η
5.121∗∗∗
(1.946)

(3)
Observations
N
113,358

Motor Vehicles &
Parts

3.561∗∗
(1.645)

3.315∗∗
(1.427)

101,156

Misc.
Retail

3.061∗
(1.595)

1.938
(1.559)

108,822

Building
Material

2.886
(1.846)

0.774
(1.454)

97,936

Health &
Personal Care

2.535∗∗
(1.215)

1.636
(1.394)

837,36

Electronics &
Appliances

1.853
(1.470)

1.793
(1.762)

62,498

Clothing
Stores

0.572
(1.308)

3.434
(2.431)

78,846

Nonstore
Retailers

0.0558
(1.459)

0.924
(1.005)

432,46

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. For each industry on the left column, the coefficient estimates in column (1)
and (2) are from the specifications respectively,
ln Rznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
ln Rznjkt = (1 − η) ln(1 + τjt ) + η ln(1 + τkt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
The dependent variable in all specifications is log revenue at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS levels labeled on the first
column. NAICS codes are restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for
the number of merchants. Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are state level
sales tax rates and are measured between 0 and 1. Missing observations have been imputed as described in the text.
Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table 5: Sales Taxes and Number of Merchants

Panel A
T axBorder − T axOwn
(β)

Panel B
ln(1 + T axBorder )
(η)
TIME
BORDER PAIR
BORDER PAIR by YEAR
NAICS by YEAR
ZIP by NAICS
Observatons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

3.300∗∗
(1.246)

3.900∗∗∗
(1.072)

5.810∗∗∗
(1.267)

6.979∗∗∗
(1.508)

6.983∗∗∗
(1.508)

4.772∗∗∗
(1.310)

4.744∗∗∗
(1.313)
X

5.158∗∗∗
(1.398)
X
X

6.006∗∗∗
(1.606)
X
X
X

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

X
1,165,745

6.002∗∗∗
(1.606)
X
X
X
X
X
1,165,745

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the specification in Panel A and Panel B respectively,
ln Nznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
ln Nznjkt = (1 − η) ln(1 + τjt ) + η ln(1 + τkt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
The dependent variable in all specifications is log number of merchants at the ZIP code by 3 digit NAICS levels.
NAICS codes are restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for the number
of merchants. Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are state level sales tax
rates and are measured between 0 and 1. Missing observations have been imputed as described in the text. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table 6: Heterogeneity Across Income and Education Groups

Quartiles: Income
(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile1j
(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile2j
(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile3j
Observations

Quartiles: College Graduates
(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile1j

(1)

(2)

(3)
Revenue

(4)

(5)

1.015
(0.952)

1.491∗
(0.874)

2.220∗
(1.156)

2.781∗∗
(1.220)

2.773∗∗
(1.222)

1.471
(1.209)

1.835∗
(1.093)

2.990∗∗∗
(1.045)

3.626∗∗∗
(1.153)

3.619∗∗∗
(1.156)

2.516∗∗
2.959∗∗∗
(1.153)
(0.996)
1,165,745 1,165,745

4.491∗∗∗
(1.071)
1,165,745

5.228∗∗∗
5.223∗∗∗
(1.230)
(1.232)
1,165,745 1,165,745

0.494
(0.890)

0.882
(0.771)

1.681∗
(0.873)

2.292∗∗
(0.953)

2.285∗∗
(0.952)

(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile2j

1.887∗∗
(0.938)

2.342∗∗∗
(0.803)

3.429∗∗∗
(0.882)

4.067∗∗∗
(1.003)

4.064∗∗∗
(1.003)

(T axBorder − T axOwn ) × T ercile3j

2.611∗∗
(1.021)

3.110∗∗∗
(0.900)
X

4.436∗∗∗
(0.973)
X
X

5.138∗∗∗
(1.127)
X
X
X

TIME
BORDER PAIR
BORDER PAIR by YEAR
NAICS by YEAR
ZIP by NAICS
Observations

X
X
1,164,760 1,164,760

X
1,164,760

5.132∗∗∗
(1.127)
X
X
X
X
X
X
1,164,760 1,164,760

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the specification for income terciles and education terciles
respectively,
ln Rznjkt =β1 (τkt − τjt )T ercile1j + β2 (τkt − τjt )T ercile2j + β3 (τkt − τjt )T ercile3j
+ αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt

The dependent variable in all specifications is log revenue at the county by 3 digit NAICS level. NAICS codes are
restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for the number of merchants.
Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are measured between 0 and 1. All
results are clustered at the state level.
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Table 7: Results by Distance from State border
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
<15 Miles <30 Miles <50 Miles <75 Miles <100 Miles
ln(1 + T axOwn )
Observations

-2.386∗∗
(0.991)
692,195

-1.898∗∗∗
(0.705)
1,275,051

-1.537∗
(0.769)
2,140,420

-1.113∗
(0.643)
3,602,417

-0.969∗
(0.540)
5,023,735

(6)
Non-Border
0.332
(0.405)
7,403,422

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the following specification,
ln Rznjkt = β ln(1 + τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt
The dependent variable in all specifications is the total retail sales at the county by 3 digit NAICS levels. NAICS codes
are restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for the number of merchants.
Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Distance is measured as the minimum distance
to a state border, in miles. Tax rates are state level sales tax rates and are measured between 0 and 1. Standard errors
are clustered at the state level.

Table 8: Online Offline Substitution

ln(1 + T axOwn )

(1)

(2)

0.300
(0.843)
X

0.642
(1.029)
X
X

TIME
OWN COUNTY
STATE by YEAR
NAICS by YEAR
ZIP by NAICS
Observations
1,611,683

(3)
Revenue
2.009∗∗
(0.955)
X
X
X

1,611,683 1,611,683

(4)

(5)

1.891∗∗
(0.884)
X
X
X
X

1.799∗∗
(0.878)
X
X
X
X
X
1,611,683

1,611,683

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the following specification
0
ln Rznt = η ln(1 + τzt ) + αzn + αt + αnt + αz + Zzt
λ + znt

The dependent variable in all specifications is log revenue at the county by 3 digit NAICS level. NAICS codes are
restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for log number of merchants.
Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are measured between 0 and 1. All
results are clustered at the state level.
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Table 9: Heterogeneity Across Income and Education Groups: Online-Offline
(1)

(2)

(3)
Revenue

(4)

(5)

-0.0766
(0.810)

0.224
(1.027)

0.953∗∗
(0.376)

0.935∗∗
(0.351)

0.906∗∗
(0.357)

ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile2i

0.368
(0.812)

0.664
(1.007)

1.462∗∗∗
(0.320)

1.400∗∗∗
(0.309)

1.341∗∗∗
(0.313)

ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile3i

1.328∗
(0.729)
1,611,683

1.585
(0.946)
1,611,683

2.554∗∗∗
(0.501)
1,611,683

2.415∗∗∗
(0.500)
1,611,683

2.316∗∗∗
(0.496)
1,611,683

-0.185
(0.803)

0.124
(1.045)

0.522
(0.395)

0.539
(0.371)

0.533
(0.382)

ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile2i

0.417
(0.801)

0.682
(1.022)

1.098∗∗∗
(0.372)

1.061∗∗∗
(0.354)

1.011∗∗∗
(0.369)

ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile3i

1.541∗∗
(0.727)
X

1.762∗
(0.939)
X
X

2.283∗∗∗
(0.437)
X
X
X

2.171∗∗∗
(0.434)
X
X
X
X

1,611,683

1,611,683

1,611,683

1,611,683

2.090∗∗∗
(0.438)
X
X
X
X
X
1,611,683

Quartiles: Income
ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile1i

Observations

Quartiles: College Graduates
ln(1 + T axOwn ) × T ercile1i

TIME
OWN COUNTY
STATE by YEAR
NAICS by YEAR
ZIP by NAICS
Observations

Note: ∗ p < .1,
respectively,

∗∗

p < .05,

∗∗∗

p < .01. We estimate the specification for income terciles and education terciles

ln Rznt = β1 ln(1 + τzt )T ercile1z + β2 ln(1 + τzt )T ercile2z + β3 ln(1 + τzt )T ercile3z
+ αzn + αt + αnt + αz + znt
The dependent variable in all specifications is log revenue at the county by 3 digit NAICS level. NAICS codes are
restricted to 44 and 45, i.e., retail trade industries. All specifications include controls for log number of merchants.
Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Tax rates are measured between 0 and 1. All
results are clustered at the state level.
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B

Derivations

B.1

Derivation of Empirical Model

The model assumes that each state j and k has a representative store. A unit mass of customers is
indexed by li and is distributed on the interval [0, L] according to a distribution function denoted
F (.). The border of the two states located at b divides customers between the two states. The
fraction of customers living in state j is given by Nj , i.e., F (b) = Nj . The prices are denoted by
pj and pk and each state charges local sales tax at rate τjt and τkt .
We assume customers in their state of residence have immediate access to a store in the state,
and they face no transportation cost when purchasing within state.28 Consider individual i in
location li , who has to travel di = |li − b| to the state border b to purchase from the store in
the neighboring state, which incurs utility cost of c|li − b|. We assume linear travel costs c. A
customer obtains utility w for a product the individual will buy from either of the two firms. The
individual buys only one unit of the product. Without loss of generality, assume the individual
resides in state j, i.e., li < b and the individual obtains utility w − pj (1 + τj ) if the individual
purchases in her own state, or the individual travels to the neighboring state and obtains utility
w − pk (1 + τk ) − cdi . The solution of the individual’s optimal problem will lead to a threshold
value of l∗ , such that all individuals with l < l∗ will choose to buy from state j while all individuals
with l > l∗ will choose to buy from state k. Since the individual in location l = l∗ is indifferent
between purchasing from either store, i.e., w − pj (1 + τj ) = w − pk (1 + τk ) − cdi , we can solve
to obtain l∗ = b −

pj (1+τj )−pk (1+τk )
.
c

Intuitively, if the after-tax price is higher in state j, i.e.,

pj (1 + τj ) > pk (1 + τk ), then the threshold l∗ is on the left of the border b, which means some
customers in state j will choose to buy from their neighboring state because of lower after tax
28

This follows, for example, Knight and Schiff (2012).
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prices.
Revenue for firm j is therefore Rj = pj F [b −

pj (1+τj )−pk (1+τk )
].
c

We take logarithms on both

sides, and recalling that F (b) = Nj , we obtain

ln Rj = ln pj + ln F [b −

pj (1 + τj ) − pk (1 + τk )
] − ln F (b) + ln Nj .
c

(7)

We can apply a linear approximation to the above and arrive at:

ln Rj = ln pj +

f (b) pk (1 + τk ) − pj (1 + τj )
+ ln Nj .
F (b)
c

In the above, we use f (x) ≈ f (a) + f 0 (a)(x − a) where a = b and x = b −
to obtain ln F [b −

pj (1+τj )−pk (1+τk )
]
c

− ln F (b) ≈ − Ff (b)
(b)

pj (1+τj )−pk (1+τk )
.
c

(8)
pj (1+τj )−pk (1+τk )
c

Assuming homogeneous

firms, i.e., pj = pk , we further simplify the above to get:

ln Rj = ln pj +

f (b) pk (τk − τj )
+ ln Nj .
F (b)
c

(9)

In our empirical implementation, we assume homogeneous firms and prices are captured by
border pair, temporal, ZIP code by NAICS industry fixed effects and interactions αjk , αt , αn , αnt , αjkt ,
and αzn which gives rise to the following estimation equation:

ln Rznjkt = β(τkt − τjt ) + αzn + αjk + αt + αnt + αjkt + znjkt

B.2

(10)

Local Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rate

We now consider the problem of choosing the revenue-maximizing sales tax rate for a local county
inside a state j, holding constant the sales tax rate of its own state τj and that of the neighboring
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state τk . To incorporate the real-world factors relevant to this decision, our model is a simple modification of the previous border effects model in Section 3.1. Consumers in county i are assumed
to be located at li on a line and have to travel di = |li − b| to the state border b to purchase from
the store in the neighboring state, which incurs utility cost c|li − b|. The consumers could also
buy within their own state in the local county without incurring a transportation cost. Here we
abstract from intra-state within-county competition in local sales tax rates. A customer obtains
utility w for a product regardless of where they buy, and the consumers buys one and only one of
the product. Without loss of generality, assume the individual resides in state j, i.e., li < b, and
the individual obtains utility w − pj (1 + τj + τ ) if the individual purchases in her own state, or the
individual travels to the neighboring state29 and obtains utility w − pk (1 + τk ) − cdi . The solution
of the individual’s optimal problem will lead to a threshold value of l∗ , such that individuals with
l < l∗ will choose to buy from state j while all individuals with l > l∗ will choose to buy from
state k. Since the individual in location l = l∗ is indifferent between purchasing from either store,
i.e., w − pj (1 + τj + τ ) = w − pk (1 + τk ) − cdi , we solve to obtain l∗ = b −

pj (1+τj +τ )−pk (1+τk )
.
c

Intuitively, if the after-tax price is higher in state j, i.e., if pj (1 + τj + τ ) > pk (1 + τk ), then the
threshold l∗ is on the left of the border b, which means some customers in state j will choose to
buy from their neighboring state because of the lower price after taxes.
Total local county sales tax revenue is therefore τ R = τ pj F [b −

pj (1+τj +τ )−pk (1+τk )
].
c

We

further assume that consumers are located uniformly on the line, i.e., F (b) = b, and raw prices do
29

As will be clear later, our framework can be extended to account for the case where multiple states border each
other and consumers in one state could in principle go to any of the other border counties. To fit this situation in our
two-county model, we make the further assumption that the consumers in any state other than the lowest sales tax
state will only shop in its own state and the lowest sales tax state, while we do not restrict where consumers in the
lowest sales tax rate state will shop. Then the only modification in our framework is that for consumers in the lowest
sales tax rate state they will choose between his own local shopping and shopping in a composite border county where
the distance and tax rate is a weighted sum of the other border states. This logic also applies to the problem of the
Nash-Equilibrium revenue-maximizing rate in the next appendix.
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not differ across the two states, i.e., pj = pk = p. Then we know the local county solves

max τ p(b −
τ

p(τj + τ − τk )
)
c

which gives rise to the revenue-maximizing local sales tax rate,

τ=

cb/p + τk − τj
2

We note that in our estimating equation in section 3.1, we have the interpretation that β =
and under our assumption of uniformly-distributed consumers it becomes β =

p
.
cb

f (b) p
F (b) c

Furthermore,

we know the parameter b relates to the distance from the county to the nearest state border, d.
To operationalize this in our estimation, we specify a third-order series approximation of b with
respect to d, i.e., β(d) = γ0 + γ1 d + γ2 d2 + γ3 d3 , and estimate our specification as in section 3.1
to obtain the auxiliary parameters. Ultimately, the revenue-maximizing local sales tax rate will be

τ (d, τk − τj ) =

B.3

[γ0 + γ1 d + γ2 d2 + γ3 d3 ]−1 + τk − τj
2

Nash Equilibrium Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rate

In this appendix, we also consider the problem in which two neighboring counties in two states
choose the revenue-maximizing sales tax rate taking into account the other county’s optimal strategy and holding constant the sales tax rate of its own state and that of the neighboring state.
We solve for the Nash Equilibrium of this problem. To incorporate the real-world factors relevant to this decision, our model is a simple modification of the previous border effects model in
Section 3.2. Consumers in county i are assumed to be located at li on a line and have to travel
di = |li − b| to the state border b to purchase from the store in the neighboring state, which incurs
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utility cost c|li − b|. The consumers could also buy within their own state in the local county without incurring a transportation cost. Here we abstract from intra-state within-county competition in
local sales tax rates. A customer obtains utility w for a product regardless of where they buy, and
the consumer buys one and only one unit of the product. Without loss of generality, assume the
individual resides in state j, i.e., li < b, and the individual obtains utility w − pj (1 + τj + τ1 ) if
the individual purchases in her own state where τ1 is the local county sales tax rate, or the individual travels to the neighboring state and obtains utility w − pk (1 + τk + τ2 ) − cdi where τ2 is the
neighboring local county sales tax rate. The solution of the individual’s optimal problem will lead
to a threshold value of l∗ , such that individuals with l < l∗ will choose to buy from state j while
all individuals with l > l∗ will choose to buy from state k. Since the individual in location l = l∗ is
indifferent between purchasing from either store, i.e., w−pj (1+τj +τ1 ) = w−pk (1+τk +τ2 )−cdi ,
we solve to obtain l∗ = b −

pj (1+τj +τ1 )−pk (1+τk +τ2 )
.
c

Intuitively, if the after-tax price is higher in

state j, i.e., if pj (1 + τj + τ1 ) > pk (1 + τk + τ2 ), then the threshold l∗ is on the left of the border
b, which means some customers in state j will choose to buy from their neighboring state because
of the lower price after taxes.
Total local county sales tax revenue for the county in state j is therefore τ1 R = τ pj F [b −
pj (1+τj +τ1 )−pk (1+τk +τ2 )
].
c

We further assume that consumers are located uniformly on the line, i.e.,

F (b) = b, and raw prices do not differ across the two states, i.e., pj = pk = p. Then we know the
local county in state j solves

max τ1 p(b −
τ1

p(τj + τ1 − τk − τ2 )
)
c

which gives rise to the revenue-maximizing local sales tax rate for the county in state j,

τ1 =

cb/p + τk + τ2 − τj
2
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By symmetry, the optimal solution for the local county in state k is,

τ2 =

cb/p + τj + τ1 − τk
2

We note that in our estimating equation in Section 3.2, we have the interpretation that β =
and under our assumption of uniformly-distributed consumers it becomes β =

p
.
cb

f (b) p
F (b) c

Furthermore,

we know the parameter b relates to the distance from the county to the nearest state border, d.
To operationalize this in our estimation, we specify a third-order series approximation of b with
respect to d, i.e., β(d) = γ0 + γ1 d + γ2 d2 + γ3 d3 , and estimate our specification as in Section 3.2
to obtain the auxiliary parameters. Ultimately, the revenue-maximizing local sales tax rate will be

τ1 (d, τk − τj ) = [γ0 + γ1 d + γ2 d2 + γ3 d3 ]−1 +

τk − τj
3

τ2 (d, τk − τj ) = [γ0 + γ1 d + γ2 d2 + γ3 d3 ]−1 +

τj − τk
3

Combining with our estimate of β(d) in 10, we plot the Nash Equilibrium revenue-maximizing
local sales tax rate in Figure 11.

C

Data Notes

C.1

Credit Card Transaction Data

There are more credit cards and debit cards in the United States than Americans and a large fractions of purchases made in the country are made via credit card.30 Typically credit/debit cards
are branded by the network which processes the payments. Credit cards and debit cards are typ30

Credit Card News provides further information on US credit card purchases.
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ically issued by a bank (called an "issuer" by the credit card industry) to a consumer or business.
Each credit/debit card is given a unique number that identifies the payment network, the issuing
bank, and the consumer. Credit cards access a line of credit whereas debit cards directly access
a consumer’s bank (usually checking) account. Merchants can choose to accept any or none of
the credit card brands under a set of prices and conditions set by acquirers and the credit card networks. Credit card networks typically share part of their fees with the issuing bank, which often
then shares part of the fees with their customer in the form of reward programs. Each merchant is
serviced by a bank (called an "acquirer" by the credit card industry) which accepts and processes
card payments for the merchant. Hence a credit card network is a business-to-business company
and connects an acquirer bank with an issuing bank which then decides (usually via computer
algorithm) whether a given purchases is approved or not.
Consumers usually enter in their payment information by swiping their credit/debit card or
entering in their credit/debit card number (with extra confirmatory information) on a web-page or
occasionally piece of paper (i.e., mail order purchases). The acquiring bank passes this information
as well as information about the merchant (i.e., merchant name, merchant category code, ZIP
code, whether the purchases is card-present or card-not-present) to the credit card network who
then passes the information to the issuer who decides to either accept the transaction, decline the
transaction, or ask for more information (e.g. call the customer to verify they made the purchases
or ask other information to help verify the authenticity of the transaction) in order to then decide
to accept or decline. After a purchase is accepted the credit card network (possibly a couple days
later) will physically transfer money from the issuer to the acquirer at which point it is considered
to be a “settled” purchases.31
We construct a dataset using a large internal, proprietary database that contains all settled pur31

Although in case of fraud or consumer complaints, such a payment could be issued a "chargeback" by the issuer.
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chases from 2007 to 2011 processed by a major credit card network. The original database contains
more than 50 fields including the following important ones:
• Transaction date (when the consumer received the good)
• Settlement date (when the acquirer received money from the issuer)
• Transaction amount (how much the consumer paid after taxes and possibly tips)
• Account number (unique to each credit/debit card account, frequently unique to each consumer)
• Merchant ID (unique to each merchant)
• Merchant ZIP code (as well as city, state, country).
• Merchant category code determined by the merchant’s industry32 . An individual store can
have multiple credit card readers with different merchant category codes (i.e., a large grocery
store with a gas station and a pharmacy may have credit card readers at a gas pump with
merchant category code 5541 (Service Stations), a pharmacy with merchant category code
5912, and normal food checkouts with merchant category code 5411 (Grocery Stores).
• Whether the purchase was card-present or card-not-present. A card-not-present purchase
is a purchase where the cardholder and card are not physically present when the purchase
is made. Card-not-present purchases include all purchases made online, over the phone
(including paying via smartphone apps), fax, and by mail. Card-not-present purchases incur
higher transaction fees (as they suffer higher fraud rates); merchants are thus motivated to
conduct card-present transactions whenever possible.
32

USDA provides more information on industry.
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• Whether the transaction was a credit card or debit card purchase.
• Whether the transaction was a purchase or chargeback.
• The country of the issuing bank.
We aggregate the total amount of money spent, number of unique accounts, and number of
unique merchants from the original settlement data by the following variables:
• Brick-and-mortar merchant location. Either
– ZIP code of merchant
– The county where most of population in that ZIP code lives
• Estimated cardholder county: We calculate the ZIP code the cardholder makes the most
brick-and-mortar purchases from during the month and then use the county where most of
the population in that ZIP code lives.
• Either a 3 or 6 digit 2012 North American Industrial Classification Code (NAICS) code33
which is a governmental standard for classifying business establishments. We used the credit
card company’s internal proprietary algorithm that maps merchant ID’s x Merchant Category Code to their appropriate individual 2012 NAICS codes. For example purchases made
at fast food establishments are mapped to the NAICS code 722513 (Limited-Service Restaurants) and purchases made at major grocery store chains are usually mapped to NAICS code
445110 (Grocery store) if made at the normal checkout line. If a purchase is made at their
gas pumps then it is mapped to NAICS code 4471 (Gasoline Station).
• Month of purchase (using purchase (i.e., not settlement) date in record).
33

See the US Census for more information.
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• Card present, card not present
• Number of unique account numbers
• Number of unique merchant id’s
We discard the following types of transactions
• If there is a difference of more than 28 days from purchase date to clearing date then the
observation is discarded (very rare).
• Transactions not classified as purchase (i.e., chargebacks) discarded
• Transactions from non-American merchants are discarded
Finally, we censor total spend in the aggregations that fail to obey a "10-5-50" rule required by
the credit card company in order to protect consumer/merchant privacy. The "10-5-50" rules states
that each aggregation must contain at least 10 account numbers, at least 5 merchants (merchant
ids) and no single merchant can comprise of more than 50% of the total spend.

C.2

Sales Tax Data

Our sales tax data from 2008 to 2010 is from a leading commercial provider of sales tax and use
tax databases. The company has been tracking the tax rates of thousands of taxing jurisdictions
throughout the United States since 2003 to provide accurate sales tax data at the ZIP code level.
Our cross-region variation in sales tax rate comes from state, county, and local levels. We also
observe frequent within-region changes over our sample period. Our sales tax rate calculated at
the ZIP code level is the sum of tax rates levied by state, county, and local jurisdictions.
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C.3

Border Counties and Distance

Our use of border counties as the control group has a number of advantages. In principle we
could identify off of cross-sectional variation in rates, comparing the sales of stores located in
places with different sales tax rates. In fact, as the biggest variation in sales tax occurs at the state
level, contrasting the sales behavior of two border counties gives us enough variation to detect the
effect of the sales tax. In our context, if the distance from border county to the state border is
smaller, as a proxy for lower transportation cost, the effect of the sales tax on shopping behavior
should also be larger. Counties located farther away from the border could well serve as a placebo
group. Compared with the analysis of using all counties, if one is concerned about the unobserved
state-specific conditions that could drive the change in sales tax rate, a county is arguably more
similar to its state-border counterpart than a randomly drawn county. Notable examples that use
border counties as controls include Holmes (1998), who finds that border counties within the states
adopting pro-business policies experience faster growth in manufacturing activities.
We obtain data and information on state borders and the distance from border for all counties,
which was compiled by Holmes (1998). There are 109 different state borders out of the 48 contiguous states in the United States (excluding the states of Alaska and Hawaii). The length of these
borders ranges from 0 (a single point, such as the Arizona-Colorado border) to over 600 miles (the
California-Nevada border). For each county, the geographical coordinates of the county centroid
is obtained and the minimum distance from this centroid to the relevant state border is calculated
to be the distance from border.

C.4

Imputation

Because of the rules of the credit card company we cannot observe censored spending and the
number of transactions for any aggregations that contain fewer than ten customers, five merchants,
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or if any merchant comprises more than 50% of the spending. The customer weighted number of
observations that are censored is 9.7%. Since we observe a large number of censored observations
we must decide to handle them by either dropping them or imputing them. The statistical literature
strongly suggests that simply dropping observations leads to biased estimates as opposed to imputation. Since we observe the number of customers and number of merchants transacting we can
regress ln(spend) on ln(number of merchants), and ln(number of consumers) in order to estimate
the relationship between number of merchants and consumers on total spending. Since we are interested in imputing observations with small numbers of merchants and customers, we restrict the
sample to observations with fewer than 50 merchants and fewer than 1000 customers to conduct
the imputation. We use a linear imputation as Figure 10 provides evidence that the relationship
between revenue and merchants as well as customers is linear for small values of merchants and
customers. The figure shows a Locally Weighted Smoothed Scatterplot (LOWESS) of revenue and
merchants or customers. Using our estimated coefficients we can then impute values for all our
censored observations. All our estimates use such imputed data in order to avoid the well known
pitfalls of simply deleting censored observations. Since our estimates incorporate imputed data
we will compute standard errors by bootstrap (first bootstrap sample, then impute, then estimate,
repeat) in order to avoid standard errors being artificially too small due to not incorporating the
uncertainty in the imputation process. The results do not differ substantially if we do not impute
the missing observations, suggesting that any bias is minimal.

D

Relationships between state tax rates

Table A2 refers to the regression results of various state tax rates on each other and state fixed
effects over the three years of our sample. We observe that after controlling for state fixed effects
changes in state sales tax rates are not significantly predicted by changes in state income tax rates,
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state mortgage tax rates, or state capital gains tax rates. In contrast we observe that after controlling
for state fixed effects that state mortgage tax rates help predict state income tax rates, state income
tax rates and state sales tax rates predict state mortgage tax rates, and state income tax rates predict
state capital gains tax rates. This leads us to conclude that our results are due to the changes in
state sales tax rate changes and not indirectly the result of changes in other tax rate changes.

E

Nationally Representative Results: Gravity Model

Exploiting the data structure, we observe the aggregate purchase value from consumers in a certain
county from stores located in a different county. To investigate the relationship between sales
taxes and cross-county shopping behavior on a nationwide level, we construct a gravity model
following Einav, Knoepfle, Levin, and Sundaresan (2014). Consumer preference is modeled using
CES utility, which is consistent with the approach in the international trade literature (Anderson
(2011)). Each county is assumed to have a representative consumer i, who buys from stores in
the county j for a single composite good. Let qij denote the quantity of purchases by consumer in
county i from a store in county j, while pij is the after-tax unit price. Our representative consumer
solves the following problem,
X qij σ−1
σ
( )
qi1 ,...,qiJ
ζ
ij
j
max

s.t.

X

(11)

pij qij ≤ wi .

j

Here wi is the consumer’s available total budget for retail shopping, ζij denote consumer preference and σ governs the elasticity of substitution. The optimal consumption quantity from the
above problem is
qij =

1−σ
p−σ
ij ζij

Pi1−σ
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(12)

where Pi is the CES price index. Noting that Rij = pij qij and taking logarithms, we have for each
period t:
ln Rijt = (1 − σ) ln pijt + (1 − σ) ln ζijt − (1 − σ) ln Pit + ln wit

(13)

To translate the above equation into an estimable specification, note that pijt = (1 + τjt )pj , where
τjt is the applicable sales tax rate equal to τjt and pj is the base price of the composite good sold
from location j. In addition, we express the preference parameter as ζijt = (h1{i=j} dγij ) 1−σ ζjt ,
1

where h captures same-county purchasing preference, dij is the distance between the two counties
and ζjt is the preference for good in location j. With these assumptions, we have the following
empirical specification:
ln Rijt = ait + bjt + (1 − σ) ln(1 + τjt ) + γ ln(dij ) + h1{i = j}

(14)

where ait and bjt are just a set of consumer county and seller county fixed effects.
In Table A3 we estimate a gravity model for brick-and-mortar purchasing (corresponding to
equation (14)). In our most robust models (columns 4 and 5) we estimate that a 1% increase in the
local sales tax rate corresponds to a 2.5% drop in retail spending in that county as well as a 1%
drop in number of customers. These results are significant at the 1% confidence level (except for
the number of consumers in column 4).
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Figure 10: Locally Weighted Smoothed Scatterplot (LOWESS) of Revenue and Merchants/Customers
Full Sample

Monthly Revenue Less than $100,000

Note: The figure shows a Locally Weighted Smoothed Scatterplot (LOWESS) of revenue and merchants or customers.The sample is a 1% random sample of the main dataset. The left hand panel shows the full sample, while the
right hand sample restricts to ZIP and NAICS code pairs with revenue of less than $100,000.
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Table 10: Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rate Estimates
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2.242∗∗
(0.856)

2.221∗∗
(0.849)

Revenue
2.221∗∗
(0.849)

2.219∗∗
(0.856)

2.203∗∗
(0.855)

Panel A
T axBorder − T axOwn
T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist
T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist2
T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist3

-0.0220
(0.0175)
0.0000679
(0.0000934)
-6.79e-08
(0.0000000124)

-0.0225
-0.0225
(0.0174)
(0.0174)
0.0000712
0.0000712
(0.0000925)
(0.0000925)
-7.31e-08
-7.31e-08
(0.000000122) (0.000000122)

-0.0228
-0.0225
(0.0175)
(0.0174)
0.0000734
0.0000720
(0.0000931)
(0.0000927)
-7.77e-08
-7.61e-08
(0.000000123) (0.000000123)

Panel B
T axBorder − T axOwn

5.609∗∗
(0.928)

1.890∗∗
(0.926)

Customers
1.890∗∗
(0.926)

1.894∗∗
(0.933)

1.884∗∗
(0.931)

T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist

-0.0173
(0.0182)

-0.0173
(0.0182)

-0.0173
(0.0182)

-0.0175
(0.0183)

-0.0174
(0.0183)

T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist2

0.0000508
(0.0000975)

0.0000505
(0.0000976)

0.0000505
(0.0000976)

0.0000521
(0.0000981)

0.0000517
(0.0000980)

T axBorder − T axOwn × Dist3

-4.95e-08
(0.000000129)

-5.21e-08
(0.000000130)
X
X
X

-5.16e-08
(0.000000129)
X
X
X
X
X
12,426,788

BORDER PAIR
TIME
BORDER PAIR X YEAR
NAICS x YEAR
OWN COUNTY x NAICS
Observations

X
12,426,788

-4.82e-08
-4.82e-08
(0.000000129) (0.000000129)
X
X
X

X
12,426,788

X
12,426,788

X
12,426,788

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01.The dependent variable in panel A is revenue at the county by 3 digit NAICS
level and in panel B is the number of customers at the county by 3 digit NAICS level. NAICS codes are restricted to
44 and 45. All specifications include controls for the number of merchants. Additional controls are listed in the panel
below the point estimates. Distance is measured as the minimum distance to a state border, in miles. Tax rates are state
level sales tax rates and are measured between 0 and 1. The sample consists of a random 5% sample of US county
pairs. Standard errors are clustered at the ZIP code level.
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Table 11: Estimates of State Tax Rates on Other State Tax Rates
Dependent variable:

Income Tax

Sales
Tax

Income
Tax

Mortgage
Tax

Gains
Tax

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

−0.717∗∗∗
(0.168)

0.815∗∗∗
(0.150)

−0.125∗∗
(0.059)

0.020
(0.055)

−0.012
(0.026)
−0.022
(0.047)

Sales Tax

Mortgage Tax

−0.049
(0.035)

−0.501∗∗
(0.228)

Gains Tax

0.006
(0.017)

0.446∗
(0.231)

0.166
(0.141)

X

X

X

State Fixed Effects

0.212
(0.162)

X

Notes: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table 12: Gravity Model

Panel A
ln(1 + T axOwn )
ln(Distance)

(1)

(2)

(3)
Revenue

(4)

(5)

1.810
(2.104)

-0.511
(2.077)

-0.546
(2.105)

-2.453∗∗∗
(0.850)

-2.488∗∗∗
(0.590)

-0.194
(1.919)

Customers
-0.320
(1.948)

-0.884
(0.590)

-0.991∗∗
(0.384)

X
X
X
X
2,140,420

-0.0259
(0.0202)

Panel B
∗∗

ln(1 + T axOwn )

3.922
(1.820)

ln(Distance)

-0.00344
(0.0163)

BORDER PAIR
TIME
OWN COUNTY
BORDER PAIR X YEAR
Observations
2,140,420

X

X
X

X
X
X

2,140,420

2,140,420

2,140,420

Note: ∗ p < .1, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01. We estimate the following gravity models:
ln Rijnt = ait + bjn + cnt + (1 − σ) ln(1 + τjt ) + γ ln(dij ) + h1{i = j}

ln Vijnt = ait + bjn + cnt + (1 − σ) ln(1 + τjt ) + γ ln(dij ) + h1{i = j}

The dependent variable in panel A is revenue at the county by 3 digit NAICS level and in panel B is the number of
customers at the county by 3 digit NAICS level. NAICS codes are restricted to 44 and 45. All specifications include
controls for the number of merchants. Additional controls are listed in the panel below the point estimates. Distance is
measured as the minimum distance to a state border, in miles. Tax rates are state level sales tax rates and are measured
between 0 and 1. The sample is restricted to counties within 50 miles from a state border. Standard errors are clustered
at the ZIP code level.
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Figure 11: Nash Equilibrium Tax Rate by the Minimum Distance from State Border

Revenue Maximizing Tax Rate when τk − τj = 0.05

0.5

The revenue maximizing tax rate
τ is given by τ = β(d) + (τk − τj) 3
0.4

0.3
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Minimum Distance from Tax Border

Note: This figure shows the Nash Equilibrium tax rate for a locality, by the minimum distance from a state border.
The difference in state tax rates is 5 percentage points. Distance is measured in miles.
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